portable sterilizer

About the product
Function

This portable sterilizer uses UVC LED chip, which can destroy the DNA and RNA of bacteria and viruses, thus achieving the purpose of sterilization.

Suitable for a variety of sterilization occasions

oral ulcer, maternal and child appliances, towels, baby toys, tableware, etc.

Product superiority

- One button sterilization, efficient, safe and easy to use.
- Accidental hand and foot injuries when going out, painless trauma treatment, outdoor travel with good assistants.
- Intelligent bactericidal sound prompt, bactericidal state at a glance.
Removing 99.99% of bacteria and viruses in three minutes by using high efficient UVC LED

Advantages of UV LED: high efficiency, energy saving, long lifetime, environment-friendly

**Working principle**

UVC-LED destroy the DNA or RNA structure of germs, virus, and bacteria by wavelength C band ultraviolet (250-280).

**Working method**

UVC-LED is a new generation clean ultraviolet light source, it kills 99.99% of bacteria without chemicals and residual harmful substances.
- Sterilization
  - Treatment of inflammation
  - Wound healing

Wound healing operation

1. Clean up the wound
2. Focus the UVC LED light on the wound,
3. Turn on the power and Press the plus or minus button to adjust the exposure time to 10-20 seconds
Usage scenario